Effect of prosodic changes on speech intelligibility
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Abstract
Talkers adopt different speech styles in response to factors such as the perceived needs of the interlocutor, environmental noise and explicit instruction. Some styles
have been shown to be beneficial for listeners but many
aspects of the relationship between speech modifications and intelligibility remain unclear, particularly for
prosodic changes. The current study measures the relative intelligibility in noise of speech spoken in 5 speech
styles – plain, infant-, computer- and foreigner-directed,
and shouted – and relates listener scores to acoustic/prosodic parameters and quantitative estimates of energetic masking. Intelligibility changes over plain speech
correlated well with durational modifications, which included elongations of all segments as well as increases in
the number of unfilled pauses. Both mean fundamental
frequency and its range displayed great variation across
styles but with no clear intelligibility benefits. Energetic
masking per unit time was similar in each style but the total amount of speech which escaped masking was a good
predictor of word identification rate. These findings suggest that much of the prosody-related intelligibility gain
is derived from durational increases.
Index Terms: speech styles, prosody, intelligibility

1. Introduction
Clear speech—that is, speech produced for listeners
with perceptual and/or linguistic deficits (e.g., hearingimpaired listeners, listeners in noisy environments, second language learners)—is characterised in the prosodic
domain by changes to both speech rate and fundamental frequency (F 0) compared to conversational or ‘plain’
speech (see review in [1]). Specifically, clear speech has
been found to have a slower speech rate than plain speech,
[2, 3] due to an increased number and duration of pauses
[4, 5, 6, 3], and a non-linear increase in the duration of
many segments [7, 3]. Clear speech also shows increased
average F 0 and increased F 0 range [4].
Accounts such as the Hyper-Hypo (H&H) theory
of speech production [8] suggest that these prosodic
changes, along with other articulatory-acoustic changes

associated with clear speech, are made by the talker to improve speech intelligibility for the listener (while maintaining minimum talker effort). Indeed, clear speech
has been found to be more intelligible than plain speech
when both speech types are presented in challenging listening conditions, e.g., [9]. However, it is not clear to
what extent the prosodic changes seen in clear speech
are actually attended to by listeners. Studies that have
specifically examined the role of speech rate and F 0 in
improved speech intelligibility have found mixed results
[10, 11, 12]. For example, some studies examining intertalker variability found correlations between speech rate
and talker intelligibility [7, 10], while others have found
no such correlation [13, 14]. Similarly, studies in which
speech was artificially scaled to make overall speech
rate higher or lower had contradictory results with respect to changes in intelligibility [15, 16, 9]. Additionally, although it has been demonstrated that talkers can
be trained to produce clear speech at plain speech rates
[17], this quicker clear speech showed only a small, nonsignificant intelligibility advantage over plain speech for
hearing-impaired listeners, suggesting that “for some listeners speaking rate is a contributing factor to the high
intelligibility of clear speech” [1, p.221]. At the level
of pauses, correlations have been demonstrated between
number of pauses and speech intelligibility [3, 4]. However, the artificial insertion of pauses into plain speech
was not found to increase intelligibility [9]. Finally, although artificially flattening F 0 range has been found to
decrease intelligibility [12, 18], artificially increasing average F 0 [11] or average F 0 and F 0 range [19] was
found not to increase intelligibility. Furthermore, in studies of inter-talker variability, average F 0 was not correlated with talker intelligibility [7, 14, 10].
The question remains, therefore: what is the relationship, if any, between the prosodic adjustments found in
clear speech as compared to plain speech, and the increased intelligibility found for such speech? In the current study we examine multiple characteristics of speech
rate and F 0, and relate these to subjective and objective intelligibility-in-noise measurements, with the aim of
more fully describing this relationship.

2. Method
2.1. Stimuli
A male, native British English talker was recorded producing 25 randomly selected TIMIT sentences in five
speech styles: plain, infant-, computer- and foreignerdirected, and shouted. All but the shouted speech
was elicited via instructions designed to induce different
speech styles in the talker (e.g., “Speak as if you were
talking to a computer”). The resulting speech should
therefore not be taken as representative of speech directed
at a real interlocutor. The shouted speech was produced
while the talker listened to 9-speaker babble-shaped noise
[20] presented at an intense level.
Figure 1 shows spectrograms of one sentence produced in each of the five speech styles, showing clear
durational differences between styles as well as in pitch
patterns.

a quiet listening environment; these parameters could,
however, not be controlled.
2.3. Objective measurements
Sentences were manually segmented at the phoneme
level by a trained phonetician. Segments were subsequently grouped into nine sound classes, including unfilled pauses (see labels in Figure 4). F 0 was extracted
every 10 ms with P RAAT after adjusting the detection
range to the speaker. Median and range was calculated
for the voiced part of the signal, and range was taken as
the interquartile range.
A glimpsing analysis [21] was performed to measure both the proportion and absolute number of timefrequency regions where the speech signal was sufficiently more energetic than the masker. Modelled
spectro-temporal excitation patterns were computed for
both speech and noise by processing the signal through a
bank of 58 gammatone filters with centre frequencies in
the range 100-8000 Hz, followed by log-compression of
the smoothed Hilbert envelope in each band. The glimpse
count is the number of time-frequency regions where the
speech exceeds the noise by 3 dB, while glimpse proportion is a durational-normalised form.

3. Results

Figure 1: Spectrograms for the sentence “The clumsy
customer spilled some expensive perfume”. Frequency
range is 0–4 kHz, and overlaid F 0 range is 88–310 Hz.

Results from both sets of listeners indicate that this talker
produced computer-directed speech that was significantly
more intelligible than all other types. Figure 2 shows
the Word Error Rate for both sets of listeners across the
five speech types. Correlation between the two groups is
[ρ = 0.95, p < .05]. All listeners found infant-directed
speech to be less intelligible than all other speech types;
for AMT listeners (who showed significantly higher word
error rates than lab-based listeners) this difference in intelligibility was significant.

Word Error Rate

All recorded sentences (25 sentences x 5 speech
styles) were mixed with 9-speaker babble-shaped noise
[20] at a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 0 dB.
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2.2. Subjective measurements
Twenty laboratory-based listeners and 60 listeners participating via the Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) crowdsourcing system performed intelligibility tests on the
sentence-plus-noise mixtures. The laboratory-based listeners were all native British English talkers with no reported history of speech/language disorders. This group
listened to the stimuli in sound-treated listening booths
through headphones. The AMT listeners were also selfreported native English talkers (no accent specified) with
no reported speech/language disorders. This group was
instructed to listen to the stimuli over headphones in
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Figure 2: Word Error Rate for Native English and Amazon Mechanical Turk listeners across the five speech
types. Error bars, here and elsewhere, show 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 3: Average sentence duration change relative to
plain speech across sentences. Baseline is 2.87 seconds.
Acoustic analysis of the recorded speech provides
some possible explanations for these results. Sentence
duration was significantly different across speech types
[p<.001] All non-plain speech styles displayed longer
overall sentence durations than plain speech, with the exception of infant-directed speech (Figure 3). Computerdirected sentences were 68.4% longer on average than
plain speech sentences. Correlation with sentence duration and WER averaged over the two groups of listeners
is [ρ = −0.95, p < .05].

all segment types. Unfilled pauses also varied across
speech types [p<.001], being significantly longer in all
non-plain speech types. Unfilled pause duration does
not correlate well with WER across speech styles [ρ =
−0.55, p = .33].
Figure 5 shows the F 0 changes in median and range
relative to plain speech. Both median and range varied significantly across speech styles [both p<.001]. All
speech styles had a significantly higher median F 0 than
plain speech, with the exception of computer-directed
speech which was statistically identical. Furthermore, in
computer-directed speech, F 0 range was significantly
lower than in plain speech. In contrast, F 0 range in
infant-directed speech was significantly higher than that
in plain speech.
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Figure 5: Average changes of F 0 median and range relative to plain speech across sentences.
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Figure 4: Average segment duration change over segment
classes across sentences.
This increase in overall sentence duration is reflected
in individual segment durations: separate ANOVAs for
each segment class showed that segment durations varied significantly across speech types for diphthong, fricative, nasal, stop, and vowel [all p<.001] but were identical for affricate, liquid and semi. Figure 4 shows the
duration changes relative to plain speech for infant- and
computer-directed speech. Computer-directed speech
segment duration increases were significant for all factors
cited above, with greatest duration increases for nasals
(50%) and vowels (49%). In contrast, infant-directed
speech segment duration were statistically identical for
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Figure 6: Glimpse proportion and counts.

Glimpse analyses (Figure 6) indicate that the proportion of speech which escaped masking was fairly similar across styles. The shouted style produced slightly
fewer glimpses per second, lending further support to the
idea that this was less a ‘Lombard’ response to noise—
where increases in glimpse proportion are seen [22]—
than an acted style. However, the count of glimpsed regions correlates well [ρ = 0.94, p < .05] with word identification rate. Glimpse counts are significantly higher

for computer-directed speech [p < .001] and somewhat
higher for the foreigner-directed style [p < .01].
[5]

4. Discussion
The results of the current study suggest that much of the
prosody-related intelligibility gain comes from durational
increases, supporting those studies [3, 4, 7, 10] which
found a durational advantage of clear speech. It is striking that infant-directed speech was less intelligible than
plain speech, even though they shared many durational
characteristics. For the infant-directed style, F 0 range
showed the clearest departure from plain speech. Without ruling out other modifications that might have been
present in this acted speech style (e.g. expanded vowel
space [23]; consonant hyper-articulation [24]), an extended pitch range may have been detrimental to speech
intelligibility. Computer-directed speech – the most intelligible style – had significantly reduced pitch variation. It
may be that a flat pitch countour helped listeners by providing continuity cues. These results contrast with earlier
studies [12, 18], and suggest that the role of F 0 in intelligibility may be more complex than previously posited.
The fact that glimpse count correlates well with intelligibility, while glimpse proportion does not, suggests
that what matters to listeners in identifying sentences
in noise where the amount of information is fixed (the
same sentences were used in each speech style) is the total number of regions where the target speech escapes
masking. Note that a strategy of adding short pauses,
which may be beneficial in noise for other reasons, such
as reducing cognitive load or clarifying word boundary
locations, does not automatically increase the absolute
glimpse count. On the other hand, segment elongation
will typically result in more glimpses. Since computerdirected speech shows significant positive segmental duration changes across all segment types (Figure 4), it
seems likely that these contributed to an increase in absolute glimpse count and perhaps was responsible for some
of the reduction in WER observed for this style.
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